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At Home with the Word® 2020 Large Print Edition Jan 31 2020
The Large Print edition of At Home with the Word® offers
increased readability that serves both individual and group study.
This book offers rich insights from Scripture scholars, reflection
questions, action steps, seasonal prayers, and citations for
weekday readings.
The Book of Common Prayer Apr 03 2020 Originally ratified by
the Bishops, Clergy, and the laity of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the United States of America in 1789.
Dracula Feb 11 2021 A true masterwork of storytelling, Dracula
has transcended generation, language, and culture to become one
of the most popular novels ever written. It is a quintessential tale
of suspense and horror, boasting one of the most terrifying
characters ever born in literature: Count Dracula, a tragic, nightdwelling specter who feeds upon the blood of the living, and
whose diabolical passions prey upon the innocent, the helpless,
and the beautiful. But Dracula also stands as a bleak allegorical
saga of an eternally cursed being whose nocturnal atrocities
reflect the dark underside of the supremely moralistic age in
which it was originally written - and the corrupt desires that
continue to plague the modern human condition.
An Inspector Calls Sep 01 2022
A Love So True Dec 24 2021 London – 1940 As German bombs
rain down upon the city of London, Emma Bradley hastily packs a
suitcase, cradles her newborn son in her arms, and boards a train
with two evacuee children she’s agreed to chaperone in exchange
for a job in the south of England. Although she’s only one of
thousands leaving the city, Emma is fleeing more than the horrors
of war. Her greatest fear is that the father of her child will track
her down and exact revenge for what she’s stolen from him.
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a man who cherishes his privacy above all else. His wealth and
privilege have afforded him the luxury of avoiding being around
children because of a painful loss from his own past. So, when he
meets the woman and children he’ll reside with for the duration
of the war, he’s instantly on guard. The children are boisterous
and full of life, the cottage they’re assigned to live in is small, and
he finds himself intrigued by the secret Emma is so clearly trying
to hide. Despite their reluctance to trust each other, Emma and
Andrej soon find themselves drawn together in a world torn apart
by war.
Waiting on Love (Ladies of the Lake) Jun 29 2022 She's made
big promises. It'll take everything she's got to keep them.
Crisscrossing the Great Lakes onboard her father's freighter ship,
the Mary Elise, Elise Wright has grown up cooking and caring for
the crew. It is a life she loves. Unlike her estranged sister, Elise
has turned down numerous opportunities for a "respectable life"
with their wealthy relatives. And now, because of promises she
made to her dying mother, she's bound to the ship and her deeply
grieving father more than ever. Nick Clark is grateful to be hired
on as the Mary Elise's first mate as he works to overcome his own
guilt and others' censure for a fatal decision he made captaining
another ship. He feels protective of the Wrights and their
generous natures, especially when a rough new sailor seems
intent on causing serious trouble. As the sailor's misdeeds grow,
tragedy swells up from another corner. Left to pick up the pieces
of the commitments they've made to themselves and to each
other, Nick and Elise will have to rely on their faith to see them
through.
Sun Also Rises Nov 30 2019 Published in 1926 to explosive
acclaim, The Sun Also Rises stands as perhaps the most
impressive first novel ever written by an American writer. A
roman à clef about a group of American and English expatriates
on an excursion from Paris's Left Bank to Pamplona for the July
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civilization spiritually bankrupted by the First World War to a
vital, God-haunted world in which faith and honor have yet to lose
their currency, the novel captured for the generation that would
come to be called “Lost” the spirit of its age, and marked Ernest
Hemingway as the preeminent writer of his time.
The Quantum Curators and the Fabergé Egg May 05 2020
Indiana Jones meets the Men in Black... 'Fun and fascinating new
world.' Book Sprout Death or Glory - just another day in the
office. When a priceless Fabergé egg comes to light everyone is
after it. Neith Salah is a quantum curator. It's her mission to get
the egg; she doesn't know what it looks like, or where it is, but
she knows it's not on her earth. Julius Strathclyde lives on a
parallel earth. He's a Cambridge professor and an archivist; he
loves tea, research and a quiet life. It's a pity then, that he's the
only person alive who knows where the egg is. She has guns and
attitude, he has a fountain pen. Together they are going to have
to race against time to save the egg, before a hidden enemy gets
there first. For fans of Ben Aaronovitch, Genevieve Cogman and
Jodi Taylor. Download this fast-paced, witty novel today and enjoy
a new take on adventure.
Hard Ground Large Print Edition Jun 17 2021 It’s Hard
Ground Safe Haven has finally reached the island! It’s been a long
trip. Everyone is eager to set up a base camp and begin enjoying
their promised years of peace. Angela told them they had to clear
the island and then only personal dramas could interfere. But
clearing the island won’t be as easy as it sounds, and the enemies
that Safe Haven forgot have not forgotten about them. In the end,
only hard ground will give them the peace they so desperately
need. This large-print edition fits the recognized standards for
readers with some vision impairments. It is 20 PT Arial font,
spaced at 1.5, with a margin of 0.05. Most books are published in
12 or 14, meaning this novel will start out 4-5 times larger than
average. Then, it can be increased even further by using the
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Songs of Fellowship Jul 31 2022
The Old Scofield® Study Bible Jan 13 2021 Red letter 16
pages of full-color maps with index Smyth-sewn 1,616 pp.
Under the Starry Skies (Love on the Santa Fe) Jul 19 2021
Will their faith prove to be stronger than their fear? Sensible and
independent, Cassie Barton never anticipated being on her own at
thirty-two. But after the death of her father and the marriage of
her sister, she's found joy in her work as a seamstress. When a
minor accident leaves her unable to sew, she decides to use her
time to compile a book of stories about the men working on the
Santa Fe Railroad. But worry begins to grow in San Marcial as
Mexican revolutionaries set out to destroy the railroad--and put
many lives in danger. With Europe at war and his longtime friend
Cassie injured, railroad worker Brandon DuBarko is burdened by
his troubles. He promised Cassie's father he would watch over
her, but as their comfortable friendship slowly transforms into
something deeper, he feels trapped by a secret from his youth.
When a vengeful man reappears in Brandon's life, intent on
causing conflict, Brandon must face his past before he can move
forward. As the danger intensifies, Cassie and Brandon must rely
on God to overcome the obstacles that stand in the way of a
brighter future. "The poignant rendering of transformation
through faith will resonate with inspirational readers."-Publishers Weekly on Beyond the Desert Sands
The Business of Being a Writer Jun 25 2019 Writers talk about
their work in many ways: as an art, as a calling, as a lifestyle. Too
often missing from these conversations is the fact that writing is
also a business. The reality is, those who want to make a full- or
part-time job out of writing are going to have a more positive and
productive career if they understand the basic business principles
underlying the industry. The Business of Being a Writer offers the
business education writers need but so rarely receive. It is meant
for early-career writers looking to develop a realistic set of
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writers who want a better understanding of the industry. Writers
will gain a comprehensive picture of how the publishing world
works—from queries and agents to blogging and advertising—and
will learn how they can best position themselves for success over
the long term. Jane Friedman has more than twenty years of
experience in the publishing industry, with an emphasis on digital
media strategy for authors and publishers. She is encouraging
without sugarcoating, blending years of research with practical
advice that will help writers market themselves and maximize
their writing-related income. It will leave them empowered,
confident, and ready to turn their craft into a career.
Singing the Faith: Large Print Words Edition Jul 07 2020
Seven years in development, Singing the Faith is authorised by
the Methodist Conference and replaces Hymns and Psalms,
published almost 30 years ago. Containing the classic, best loved
hymns of the Christian tradition it also incorporates many bold
and exciting elements including hymns, songs and liturgical
chants from the world church.
Flury (Large Print Edition) Nov 10 2020 Some urban legends
start with a grain of truth.
Hide Her Name Feb 23 2022 The gripping sequel to bestselling
THE FOUR STREETS. Shot through with darkness, but also
humour, warmth and charm. In the Four Streets in Liverpool, a
dreadful murder has been committed, and 14-year-old Kitty
Doherty is pregnant with the dead man's child. This secret is so
dangerous that her mother, Maura, and the redoubtable
Kathleen, her best friend Nellie's grandmother, decide the girls
must be spirited away quietly to Ireland to await the birth of the
baby. But back in Liverpool, the police are not giving up their
search for the truth. Somewhere, in this tight-knit Irish Catholic
community, someone must know something. Someone surely will
talk one day. The streets are alive with gossip and rumour and it
isn't easy to keep a secret that big. Can't wait for the next one?
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about HIDE HER NAME: 'The events of the book are still with me
days after finishing it, such a compelling read I cannot
recommend it enough' 'This book is just as strong as Four Streets
and had me hooked straight away' 'This is a powerful novel which
challenges the emotions of its reader; feelings of anger, sadness,
joy' 'I also liked the gentle humour that emerged - very much a
feature of the gallows humour of that time'
Little Women Apr 27 2022 Generations of readers young and
old, male and female, have fallen in love with the March sisters of
Louisa May Alcott's most popular and enduring novel. Little
Women explores such timeless themes as love and death, war and
peace, the conflict between personal ambition and family
responsibilities, and the clash of cultures between Europe and
America. This is the complete, unabridged edition.
Book of Common Prayer, Enlarged Edition, Burgundy, CP420
701B Burgundy Sep 08 2020 The Book of Common Prayer is the
old and well-loved prayer book of the Church of England, in use
since the 16th century. It has also become one of the classic
English texts, its prayers and expressions helping to mould the
English language into what it is today. Cambridge's new editions
of the Prayer Book have been freshly typeset for the 21st century,
using a modern digital typeface to give a clear printing image and
greater readability. Nevertheless the format and page layout of
this book follow the earlier Large-Print Edition Prayer Book page
for page. It provides the complete 1662 services - including the
traditional forms of the baptism and marriage services. The
prayer book comes in a burgundy imitation leather hardback
binding and will be helpful for anyone needing slightly larger
print for ease of reading.
Book of Common Prayer Nov 03 2022 Deluxe red leather
binding, ribbon markers, and gold edged pages. Makes an
excellent memorial or ordination gift.
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over 40 years and over 40 million lives touched, Tyndale is
releasing a new Large Print edition of The Living Bible. Features
include a Bible reading plan, four-color maps, a topical
concordance, and a presentation page. The uncluttered, twocolumn format and the large text make for easy reading. The
Living Bible is a paraphrase of the Old and New Testaments. Its
purpose is to say as exactly as possible what the writers of the
Scriptures meant, and to say it simply, expanding where
necessary for a clear understanding by the modern reader.
NABRE, New American Bible, Revised Edition, Catholic
Bible, Large Print Edition, Leathersoft, Black, Comfort
Print Aug 27 2019 Featuring large, readable print, this beautiful
Catholic Bible features Smyth-sewn binding, cross-references and
thousands of study notes. With the easy-to-read Comfort Print
typeface, exclusively designed for the NAB, this is one of the most
readable editions of the Catholic Scriptures available--ideal for
Mass and personal study. Features include: Complete Catholic
Bible, including the Deuterocanonical books Up-to-date revisions
by scholars covering the latest findings in archeology and biblical
studies Introductions and outlines provide literary, historical, and
cultural background for each book of the Bible Cross-references
and thousands of study notes explain what you are reading
Double-column Scripture layout Durable Smyth-sewn binding lays
flat in your hand or on your desk Two satin ribbon markers
Exceptionally readable 11-point print size Exclusive Catholic
Comfort Print® typeface Official imprimatur of the Roman
Catholic Church
Shelter: Large Print Edition Mar 03 2020 She begged God to
rescue her. He said, "Go." So she headed out into the blizzard. In
a car that wasn't exactly hers, with a dog who wasn't exactly a rat
terrier, she drove. Until she ran out of gas in the small Maine
town of Mattawooptock. Mattawoopwhat? What on earth is God
thinking? But it is there, in a weird little bathroom in a weird little
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And as God would have it, she finds a lot more than that.
The Daily Bible Large Print Edition Jan 25 2022 The muchloved Daily Bible (more than a million copies sold) is now
available in a large-print edition. The Daily Bible includes
outstanding devotional commentary that provides historical and
spiritual insights and helps readers grasp the flow of revelation
and apply it to their lives. The arrangement of the Bible text is
unique: Passages are arranged chronologically, enabling readers
to understand and experience God’s unfolding plan of creation,
redemption, and restoration like never before. Proverbs and
Ecclesiastes are displayed topically in order to highlight specific
aspects of God’s wisdom. 365 convenient daily readings guide
readers through all of God’s Word in one year. Now as never
before, studying God’s Word can become a fresh, inviting,
enriching experience for every reader.
Deeper Than You Think (Large Print Edition) Jul 27 2019 LARGE
PRINT EDITION! More at LargePrintLiberty.com. "It is a simple,
obvious, self-evident fact that ideas, understanding, wisdom
cannot be coercively injected into the consciousness of another.
Yet, such is the presumption of persons who employ the coercive
techniques." Leonard Read implores that "Truth is not to be found
in coercive arrangements." This work spans a wide array of topics
from Egoism & Altruism to comparisons of macro and micro
economics, and demonstrates Leonard Read's legendary
dynamism in his writing of literature.
The John Wayne Word Search Book – The Westerns Large
Print Edition Dec 12 2020 Building off of the success of The
John Wayne Ultimate Puzzle Book, this new title is devoted to
word search puzzles, one of the most popular puzzle categories.
Each puzzle focuses on one of Duke’s popular western movies,
with hidden words detailing actors, characters, plot points,
directors and awards. John Wayne enthusiasts – and western
movie lovers in general – will find hours of fun to be had in this
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Duke’s films, both infront of the camera as well as behind the
scenes, plus quotes, Duke trivia, and much more.
My Utmost for His Highest: Selections for Every Day: The Golden
Book of Oswald Chambers Sep 28 2019 Older readers and the
visually-challenged will appreciate this large print edition of
Oswald Chambers's classic work. Contains the complete, original
text in an easy-to-read typeface.
The Great Gatsby Jun 05 2020 In 1922, F. Scott Fitzgerald
announced his decision to write "something new--something
extraordinary and beautiful and simple + intricately patterned."
That extraordinary, beautiful, intricately patterned, and above all,
simple novel became The Great Gatsby, arguably Fitzgerald's
finest work and certainly the book for which he is best known.
The NRSV Bible With Apocrypha Oct 22 2021 Presents a large
print version of the New Revised Standard Version of the Bible.
Recorder Tunes Made Easy, Big Note/Large Print Edition Jan 01
2020 A comprehensive 96-page, large print/big note perfectbound collection of over 90 all time favorite recorder tunes.
Includes folk songs, sea chanties, gospel songs, spirituals, hymns,
patriotic sons and more. Fingering chart and guitar chords are
included.
A Lifetime of Memories: A Guided Journal for Your Grandma,
Grandpa Or Parent to Record Their Memories and Life
Experiences Mar 15 2021 A Lifetime of Memories: A guided
journal for your Grandma, Grandpa or parent to record their
memories and life experiences Have you ever wondered about the
early lives of an older generation? Your parents or grandparents,
maybe. Would you like to know what they got up to in their
younger days? A Lifetime of Memories is a great journal to give to
your grandparents and parents as a gift, be it for Mother's Day,
Father's Day, birthday or Christmas. It's a notebook that will help
them record their memories and life experiences. When the
recipient has filled it in, he/she can return it to you - and it will
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generations. This keepsake journal includes plenty of questions
and prompts about different aspects of life, starting from birth
and ending with later life. It's divided into five sections. They are
titled: - You and your relatives - Your childhood - Your teenage
years and student life - Adulthood and working life - Your life
today Each section will help the recipient look back and reflect on
a lifetime of experiences - which, without question, deserve to be
recorded and remembered. This paperback notebook has 114
pages and measures 8.5 x 11 inches / 21.6 x 27.9 cm. The pages
have ornate question boxes where the recipient can write his/her
answers. A page at the beginning of the journal has space where
you can write a dedication, including the recipient's name, a short
message and your own name. This page is followed by an
introduction which explains how to make the most out of the
book. Please note that this is a LARGE PRINT book. A clear font
(Calibri) in size 18pt has been used throughout. This journal is
also available as a standard edition (ISBN: 9781794591738).
A Christmas Carol (Large Print Edition) Oct 29 2019 "A Christmas
Carol. In Prose. Being a Ghost Story of Christmas" by Charles
Dickens is more commonly known as "A Christmas Carol". This
large print edition is based on the first edition of the Christmas
Carol published in 1843 and contains illustrations by John Leech
which also appeared in the first edition. A Christmas Carol
recounts the story of Ebenezer Scrooge, a miser who is visited by
the ghost of his former business partner Jacob Marley and the
spirits of Christmas Past, Present and Yet to Come. After their
visits, Scrooge is transformed into a kinder, gentler man.
The Untethered Soul Oct 10 2020 The chapters of this book are
nothing but mirrors for seeing your ''self'' from different angles.
And though the journey we are about to embark on is an inner
one, it will draw upon every aspect of your life. The only
requirement asked of you is the willingness to honestly look at
yourself in the most natural, intuitive manner. Remember, if we
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you. As you read through these pages, you will find that you know
much more than you thought you did about some very deep
subjects. The fact is, you already know how to find yourself; you
have just gotten distracted and disoriented. Once refocused, you
will realize that you not only have the ability to find yourself, you
have the ability to free yourself. Whether you choose to do so or
not is entirely up to you. But upon completion of your journey
through these chapters, there will be no more confusion, no more
lack of empowerment, and no more blaming others. You will know
exactly what must be done. And should you choose to devote
yourself to the ongoing journey of self-realization, you will
develop a tremendous sense of respect for who you really are. It
is only then that you will come to appreciate the full depth of
meaning in the advice: ''This above all: to thine own self be true.'
Successful Self-Publishing Large Print Edition Apr 15 2021
Do you want to successfully self-publish in ebook, print or
audiobook formats? [Large Print Edition] This book will show you
how.
The Emerald Horizon May 29 2022 Berlin, 1944Ariella Bannon
is being hunted. Someone is determined to betray her, but she
has survived against incredible odds, and the end is in sight. She
will be reunited with her precious children, no matter what it
takes.Meanwhile, Liesl and Erich have found a home in Ireland
away from the chaos of war-ravaged Europe. As the dark news of
what has happened to their fellow Jews filters through, they are
torn - love for their mother and their home on one hand, and the
profound sense of peace and belonging they have in Ballycreggan
on the other. Like all of the other children who escaped Nazi
territory on the Kindertransport, they must wait to hear the fate
of their loved ones.For their foster parents, Elizabeth and Daniel,
their dearest wish, that Ariella would survive the war, is also their
deepest fear. Would her return mean the loss of the children they
have come to think of as their own?As the Third Reich crumbles
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very dangerous place to be, and somebody knows she survived.
Can she take one last enormous risk to be reunited with Liesl and
Erich or will her betrayer see her finally captured?The Emerald
Horizon is the long awaited sequel to the best-seller, The Star and
the Shamrock.
The Successful Author Mindset Nov 22 2021 Being a writer is
not just about typing. It's also about surviving the roller-coaster of
the creative journey. Self-doubt, fear of failure, the need for
validation, perfectionism, writer's block, comparisonitis,
overwhelm, and much more. This book offers a survival strategy
and ways to deal with them all. Large Print edition.
The Pleasure Trap (16pt Large Print Edition) Oct 02 2022 This
startling book focuses on a problem that permeates modern life:
that the abundance and ease of 21st century living is a mixed
blessing. The authors offer unique insights into the movtivational
factors that make us susceptible to dietary and lifestyle excesses,
and present ways to restore the biological processes designed by
nature to keep us running at maxium efficiency and vitality.
Let's Go Back Large Print Edition May 17 2021 Angela and the
rescue crew are eager to save their friends and family, but they’re
also snake hunting. Angela has sworn they won’t come home until
the final boss has been defeated. Rescuing the missing mission
team is her secondary goal. Securing control of the entire world is
now her top priority; she picked her team based on that. All her
crew agrees that descendants should be in control of the future of
everyone. Now, there’s no one left to stop her. Except her
husband. We still don’t know if Marc has broken under the weight
of his run. We don’t know how many of the Mission team have
survived. All we know is the dreams have stopped and Marc
doesn’t want the rescue team to come. Is it because of his guilt
over a lifetime of failures or is it a desperate attempt to save the
woman he loves? The explosive finale will shock them all. This
large-print edition fits the recognized standards for readers with
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with a margin of 0.05. Most books are published in 12 or 14,
meaning this novel will start out 4-5 times larger than average.
Then, it can be increased even further by using the settings on
your reading device.
Downtime Draw large Print Edition Mar 27 2022 Downtime Alexa
took her team to Gainesville to hole up for the winter and give
them all the break they’ve earned, but she didn’t hide their trail
from the enemies still in their area. When the snow falls, they
might be trapped by those hunters. It’s exactly what she wants.
Alexa’s men are fully changed now, and they’re hungry. The bait
Alexa chose is perfect for keeping them fed and busy as winter
sets in and pauses their quest, but it’s possible that she’s drawn
more than they can handle this time. Draw William needs to kill
Alexa. He knows where she is. He knows what she is. And he’s
going to use all of his considerable strength to remove her and
her amazing crew. He was a good man once, but total power has
corrupted him and stolen his mind. All he wants now is more
power. If he can get it, he’ll be a God. All he has to do is draw her
out and he already has the perfect bait. This large-print edition
fits the recognized standards for readers with some vision
impairments. It is 20 PT Arial font, spaced at 1.5, with a margin of
0.05. Most books are published in 12 or 14, meaning this novel
will start out 4-5 times larger than average. Then, it can be
increased even further by using the settings on your reading
device.
KADA, Large Print Edition Aug 20 2021 The story of
KADAHILLMEA, the great Indian Chief that declared that he was
more powerful than the gods of his people. And maybe he was. A
team of university archaeologists travel to South Dakota to find
the burial chamber of an ancient and almost forgotten Chief who
achieved power beyond all imagination.
Hamilton Aug 08 2020
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